The CA Acupuncture Board license examination is structured to test the basic foundations and methodologies of acupuncture and oriental medicine. This course will review and evaluate all materials and information on OM diagnosis, principle, and internal medicine; Herbology; Acupuncture principle and techniques; Western Medicine; Biomedicine; and much more. The course will provide several exercises and practice examinations. Course covers 120 hours plus extra hours (20 classes and extra).

**FOUNDATION COURSE ONLY (Repeat)**

This course will reevaluate the foundations on OM diagnosis, principle, and internal medicine; Herbology, Acupuncture principle and techniques; Western Medicine; Biomedicine; and test-taking skills. Course covers more than 60 hours.

*** FREE ORIENTATION ***

March 7, 2017 (TUE) 9am, SBU Anaheim Campus
Instructor: Grant Lee (949-690-8544, seunglyulgrant@gmail.com)

CLASS SESSION
Every Tuesday 1:00pm - 6:00pm
SBU Anaheim Campus #302
1st class start on March 21, 2017

Register Now!
At The Frontdesk